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Back of the book
Palpitations
Built to last forever

The great Egyptian emperor
Ozymandias was a bit of a per-
vert. He had statues of himself
constructed in various poses
around the Nile, including a 100-
foot one emerging out of the sea
to welcome visiting ships that
went through his bottom (30-foot
bronze hole, a navigational and
architectural marvel). Indian
traders in particular, it is record-
ed, enjoyed the experience. 

Foreigners writing about India
have tried to explain our lack of
philanthropy toward public mon-
uments and our disregard for cul-
tural preservation to our spiritual

ethos, which, apparently, is
ephemeral. The logic being, 
everything is predestined, 
and it all goes around, so why
build a library? 

Recently, some people have
tried to change that ancient idea
by building stuff to remember
them by. Namely, the Mumbai
billionaire’s four-member family
building a skyscraper palace
staffed with over 600 people. The
chief minister of a state wanting
to spend state funds to see herself
and her mentor in molten metal,
and a proposal to respect a great
Maratha leader by having his
statue emerge from the 
Arabian Sea. 

Sketches of the billionaire’s
proposed home did the rounds of
email boxes of urban India, evok-
ing reactions of “how crass” and
“wow” and “can you believe
this?” essentially suggesting,
“how wasteful”. In defence, if
Louis the XXIVth could build
Versailles because Paris bored
him, If Shah Jahan built what he
did because he missed his ex and

if Dale Carnegie built Carnegie
Mellon on a lost bet, surely our
billionaire, an Ozymandias of the
corporate era, is allowed 100
floors, 20 of which are tropical
gardens (it’s a basic need in
India).  If he is today’s Caesar, his
home is the Coliseum he leaves
behind for future generations of
Japanese tourists. 

In Mayawati’s statue case,
there is no defence. The highest
court in the land has said they are
wasteful. (And not well-made.
Some UP residents thought they
were statues of Sunil Gavaskar.)   

This leaves us with the case of
a statue in Mumbai of its biggest
historical figure. Again, the elite
have been arguing through email
petitions that the money could be
spent feeding people or for
drought relief. There is a valid
argument here for right prioriti-
sation of public spending and a
foolish one that suggests all mon-
ey, not being used for a statue, is
immediately allocated to the des-
titute. Government resource allo-
cation doesn’t work that way. If it

did, why fire a missile when peo-
ple are poor? Why build a road
when people are starving? 

It’s endless, and I’m sure peo-
ple in the Ministry of Finance
somewhat more conversant in
the purchasing power parity the-
ory of economics (does a nation
need guns or butter?) have
analysed allocation more than
posh people saying “snacks 
not statue”. 

As the debate rages on
between what is or is not an
appropriate symbol of Mumbai’s
posterity, my solution is two
words. Bruce Lee. In 2005, the
city of Mostar in Bosnia and
Herzegovina unveiled a bronze
statue of Bruce Lee. Located in
the City Park of Zrinjski, the life-
sized statue stood as a symbol of
solidarity in the ethnically divid-
ed city. The warring Serbs and
Croats agreed, “One thing we all
have in common is Bruce Lee.” He
stood as a symbol bridging cul-
tures. Maybe in a city so divided
by opinion, that’s the statue we
need first. 
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